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This  report  describe  the  work  carried  out  to  implement  femars,  festat  and  sigmab  Olive
configurations for a 6-member Arpege Tropique 3D-VAR FGAT ensemble running operationally
on hpcd at ECMWF (experiments 6173, 617D, 617H, 617K, 617L and 617M from 
/home/mrpm/mrpm611/experiments/Ensemble_CEPMMT on olive@sxalgo1).  

1. femars, festat and sigmab on tora

1.1. femars_diff and femars_full

The femars_diff and femars_full programs are used to write grib files of the differences between
two fields or of one field.
The installation and compilation of executables has been done with cy29t2 under the directories
/u/gp/mrpa/mrpa673/SEPT2005/pack/test6 for femars_diff (which writes grib file of the difference
between two fields) and /u/gp/mrpa/mrpa673/SEPT2005/pack/test7 for femars_full  (which writes
grib file of one field) using /u/gp/mrpm/mrpm602/gmkpack.6.1/util/gmkpack.

Pack test6 has been generated with command /u/gp/mrpm/mrpm602/gmkpack.6.1/util/gmkpack -r
cy29t2 -b op1 -v 04 -u test6 -l L0209 -o x -p arpege. The subroutines for femars_diff are located in
src/local/arp/control:  cnt3.F90  and  grbspa.F90.  The  script  which  compile  the  femars_diff
executable is ics_arpege. The executable named ARPEGE is produced in 
bin -> /work04/mrpa673/SEPT2005/binpack/test6/bin and saved on tora in 
/u/gp/mrpa/mrpa673/SEPT2005/bin/test6 and on cougar in 
/cnrm2_mrpa/mrpa/mrpa673/SEPT2005/bin/test6/ARPEGE.

Pack test7 has been generated with command /u/gp/mrpm/mrpm602/gmkpack.6.1/util/gmkpack -r
cy29t2 -b op1 -v 04 -u test7 -l L0209 -o x -p arpege. The subroutines for femars_full are located in
src/local/arp/control:  cnt3.F90  and  grbspa.F90.  The  script  which  compile  the  femars_full
executable is ics_arpege. The executable named ARPEGE is produced in 
bin -> /work04/mrpa673/SEPT2005/binpack/test7/bin and saved on tora in 
/u/gp/mrpa/mrpa673/SEPT2005/bin/test7 and on cougar in 
/cnrm2_mrpa/mrpa/mrpa673/SEPT2005/bin/test7/ARPEGE.

1.2. festat

The festat program computes the  balance linear regression coefficients for stabal96 Jb formulation
(output  file stab${nflev}_fc${ncases}.bal) and the covariances as defined by the balance (output
files stab${nflev}_fc${ncases}.cv for  stabal96  Jb formulation and  stab${nflev}_fc${ncases}.cvt
for nonsep93  Jb formulation).

The script used to compile festat program is 
/u/gp/mrpa/mrpa673/oct2006/festat/festat_46_P31_V_P36_analvorp_T359_cy29t2_2d3m_namelist
. It uses the LAPACK library sposv.tar (from /u/gp/mrpe/mrpe684/sce/sposv.tar or 
/u/gp/mrpa/mrpa673/oct2006/festat/sposv.tar) and the xrd library xr29t2_main.01.L0209.x.a.

The script includes  the fortran program stat.F,  which has been modified if  order  to avoid using
some parameters with particular values in the code. A list of 12 parameters are set up in a namelist
named nam_stat, which is read in the program stat.F :
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nflev = number of vertical levels
nsmax = truncation
ncases = number of forecast differences
lstabal = logical variable, set .true. to compute balance operators for stabal96
lozone = logical variable, set .true. to compute ozone covariances
lozbal = logical variable, set .true. to compute a balance operator for ozone
lanalbal =  logical variable, set .true. to use the analytic horizontal balance
outbal = output file for  the  balance linear regression coefficients for stabal96 Jb formulation
outcvt =  output file for  the covariances as defined by the balance  of nonsep93  Jb formulation
outcvu =  output file for  the covariances as defined by the balance  of stabal96 Jb formulation
START = start date YYYYMMDD of forecast differences
HOUR = network time

A modification has been introduced in subroutine regpdt, in order to initialize variable stps:
      stps(:,:,:)=0.

The executable MASTAT is saved on cougar in 
/cnrm2_mrpa/mrpa/mrpa673/testfestat/P31_V_P33_L46_T359_cy29t2_2d3m_namelist
and also /cnrm2_mrpa/mrpa/mrpa673/oct2006/festat.

1.3. sigmab

Pack /u/gp/mrpa/mrpa673/oct2006/pack/lbgobsensemble_cy30t1_op1 contains  sigmab subroutines
and has been generated for cycle 30t1 with command: /u/gp/mrpm/mrpm602/gmkpack.6.2/util/
gmkpack -r cy30t1 -b op1 -v 21 -u lbgobsensemble_cy30t1_op1 -l L0209 -o x -p arpodb. Daily
background error standard deviations are computed in observation space (LBGOBS=.TRUE.)  in
order to be used for the observation screening and in spectral space (LBGOBS=.FALSE.) in order
to be used in the minimization. The same executable can be used to compute monthly background
error standard deviations in spectral space.

The sigmab subroutines are located in src/local and have been copied from 
/u/gp/mrpm/mrpm611/pack/lbgobsensemble_cy30t1_op1/src/local:
arp/namelist/namvar.h
arp/obs_preproc/fgchk.F90
arp/obs_preproc/defrun.F90
arp/pp_obs/bgobs.F90
arp/setup/susc2b.F90
arp/var/vec2gp.F90
arp/var/fltbgerr.F90
arp/var/bgvecs.F90

The script which compile the sigmab executable is ics_arpodb. The executable is produced in
bin  ->  /work04/mrpa673/oct2006/binpack/lbgobsensemble_cy30t1_op1/bin  with  the  name
ARPODB and saved on cougar in 
/cnrm2_mrpa/mrpa/mrpa673/oct2006/pack/lbgobsensemble_cy30t1_op1/bin. 

Two modifications have been done: 
– in subroutine arp/var/vec2gp.F90: one line for the accumulation of relative humidity variance

has been commented (this line has been kept only for LBGOBS=.TRUE.):
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!SS    zaner  (jrof,jlev) = zaner(jrof,jlev)+zsign*ZRPP(jrof,jlev)**2
– in subroutine arp/obs_preproc/defrun.F90: NGCVVAR has been set to 
     NGCVVAR(:,:)=NOTVAR(:,:) in case of LECMWF=.FALSE.

2. femars, festat and sigmab on hpcd

The installation and compilation of executables has been done under the directory 
/hpcd/tmp/ms/fr/rmz/gmap/pack using /hpcd/ms_perm/hirald/tools/gmkpack.6.2/util/gmkpack.

2.1. femars_diff, femars_full and festat

Pack ARPODB30T1_op1 contains femars and festat subroutines and has been generated for cycle
30t1 with command: /hpcd/ms_perm/hirald/tools/gmkpack.6.2/util/gmkpack -r 30t1 -b op1 -v 21 -u
ARPODB30T1_op1 -l AIX5 -o x -O -p arpodb .

femars

The femars subroutines are located under src/local/arp/control:

-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr             4769 Nov  6 13:24 cnt3.F90.sav
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr             5519 Nov  6 15:11 cnt3.F90_diff
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr             5617 Nov  6 15:31 cnt3.F90_full
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr            12892 Nov  6 15:33 cnt3.lst
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr            15436 Nov  6 15:33 cnt3.o
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr             5807 Nov  6 13:24 diffgrib.F.sav
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr             6976 Nov  6 15:35 grbspa.F90_diff_full
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr            12232 Nov  6 15:33 grbspa.lst
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr            17474 Nov  6 15:33 grbspa.o

The subroutines needed to create femars_diff executable (which writes grib file of the difference
between two fields) are cnt3.F90_diff and grbspa.F90_diff_full. Before compilation they should be
copied under the names cnt3.F90 and grbspa.F90.
The script which compile the femars_diff executable is ics_aldodb. The executable is produced in
bin@ -> /hpcd/tmp/ms/fr/rmz/gmap/pack/ARPODB30T1_op1/bin/ with name ARPODB and then it
should be moved in ARPODB_diff.
 
The subroutines needed to create femars_full executable (which writes grib file of one field) are
cnt3.F90_full and grbspa.F90_diff_full. Before compilation they should be copied under the names
cnt3.F90 and  grbspa.F90.
The script which compile the femars_full executable is ics_aldodb. The executable is produced in
bin@ -> /hpcd/tmp/ms/fr/rmz/gmap/pack/ARPODB30T1_op1/bin/ with name ARPODB and then it
should be moved in ARPODB_full.

Due to the fact that compilation on hpcd give error « #include file "su3fpos.intfb.h" not found », the
subroutines cnt3.F90_diff and cnt3.F90_full have been modified by commenting the next lines:

!#include "su3fpos.intfb.h"
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!IF(LFPOS)THEN
!  CALL SU3FPOS
!ENDIF

festat

The festat subroutines are located under src/local/ald/programs:

-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr           153899 Nov  6 15:55 NMCSTAT.F.sav
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr            62081 Nov  6 16:00 NMCSTAT.F_old
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr            78185 Nov  6 15:55 sposv.F.sav
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr            78185 Nov  6 16:00 sposv.F_simona
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr           129437 Nov  7 14:58 sposv.lst
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr            76529 Nov  7 14:58 sposv.o
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr            63582 Nov  7 14:47 stat.F_simona
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr           111414 Nov  7 14:58 stat.lst
-rw-r-----   1 rmz      fr           211461 Nov  7 14:58 stat.o

The subroutines needed to create festat executable are stat.F_simona and sposv.F_simona. Before
compilation they should be copied under the names stat.F and sposv.F.
The script which compile the festat executable is ics_ARPODB30T1_op1. This script is not created
in this pack, but it has been copied from 
/home/ms/fr/rmu/pack/ALDODB30T1_op1/ics_ALDODB30T1_op1 and modified by changing the
name of the pack and the name of the source (ENTRY=ald/programs/stat.o instead of
ENTRY=ald/programs/NMCSTAT.o). The executable is produced in
bin@ -> /hpcd/tmp/ms/fr/rmz/gmap/pack/ARPODB30T1_op1/bin/ with name ARPODB30T1_op1.

2.2. sigmab

Pack lbgobsensemble_cy30t1_op1 contains sigmab subroutines and has been generated for cycle
30t1 with command: /hpcd/ms_perm/hirald/tools/gmkpack.6.2/util/gmkpack -r 30t1 -b op1 -v 21 -u
lbgobsensemble_cy30t1_op1 -l AIX5 -o x -O -p arpodb .

The sigmab subroutines are located in src/local:
arp/namelist/namvar.h
arp/obs_preproc/fgchk.F90
arp/obs_preproc/defrun.F90
arp/pp_obs/bgobs.F90
arp/setup/susc2b.F90
arp/var/vec2gp.F90
arp/var/fltbgerr.F90
arp/var/bgvecs.F90

The script which compile the sigmab executable is ics_arpodb. The executable is produced in
bin@ -> /hpcd/tmp/ms/fr/rmz/gmap/pack/lbgobsensemble_cy30t1_op1/bin/ with the name
ARPODB. Comparing with tora, the executable ARPODB made on hpcd needs the variable
CINBGSTATES from NAMJG to be specified in simple quotas, and not double quotas like it works
on tora:
CINBGSTATES='GRIBER' instead of CINBGSTATES=''GRIBER''.
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3. Experiment 71OB

This  experiment  is  located  in  /home/mrpa/mrpa673/experiments  on  olive@sxproc1.  It  has  been
copied from experiment  /home/mrpa/mrpa663/experiments/ENS 3DF/60UF which is one Arpege
Tropique 3D-VAR FGAT ensemble member. Femars and festat configurations have been added in
this experiment and have been tested for few days (femars) and one month (festat) on tora.

Femars configuration include 3 tasks, namely fph2l1, femars_diff and femars_full, that have been
added under the family fc, after fullpos (figure 1). These three tasks are performed for each date
and each network time from directories YYYYMMDD and HH.

Figure 1: The fc family including fph2l1, femars_diff and femars_full tasks.

Task fph2l1 is a post-processing from the full resolution (T359) to a lower resolution (T107) of the
6h forecast produced by this experiment (figure 2).

Task femars_diff (figure 3) compute differences between two 6h forecasts (one from the current
experiment and one from an unperturbed experiment, namely 70VB), at full resolution (T359). The
namelist needed to run FEMARS executable is the forecast namelist from cy29t2_tropique-op1.01.
An Olive shell is used to run FEMARS and the output grib file is stored on cougar in class femars
of the current experiment.

Task femars_full (figure 4) is similar to femars_diff, but it writes grib file of the 6h forecast (from
the current experiment) post-processed at lower resolution (T107).

Festat task (figure 5) is placed inside the LOOP_FEST loop over the network hours  00, 06, 12 and
18. The statistics is computed using 186 6h forecast differences at full resolution (T359),  coming
from  a  6-member  Arpege  Tropique  3D-VAR  FGAT  ensemble  run  over  31  days.  Olive  Shell
Recup_fichiers is used to retrieve the 186 forecast differences, while the Olive Shell FESTAT set
up the 12 parameters in the namelist nam_stat and run the festat executable.
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Figure 2: The fph2l1 configuration.
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Figure 3: The femars_diff configuration.
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Figure 4: The femars_full configuration.
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Figure 5: The festat configuration.
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4. Experiment 61AY

This  experiment  is  located  in  /home/mrpa/mrpa673/experiments  on  olive@sxproc1.  It  has  been
copied  from  experiment  /home/mrpm/mrpm611/experiments/Ensemble_validation/6153  on
olive@sxalgo1. The  experiment  has  been  configured  to  test  the  background  error  standard
deviation computation (sigmab) for a specific date (in  the observation space and in the spectral
space) and for a longer period (one month for example). 
A  minimization task  (figure  6)  is  used  together  with  the  sigmab  executable.  The  Olive  Shell
Recup_fichiers is used to retrieve the 6-member ensemble 6h forecasts grib files. The Background,
Guess3h and Initial files are taken as the 6h forecast from the operational suite post-processed at
lower  resolution  (T107).  The  minimization namelist  is  taken  from  cy30t1_tropique-op1.08  and
modified by Olive Gnam namelist. The output grib file with background error standard deviations
is stored on cougar in class sigmab.
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Figure 6: The sigmab  configuration.
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5. Experiment 61BB

This  experiment  is  located  in  /home/mrpm/mrpm611/experiments/Ensemble_CEPMMT  on
olive@sxalgo1 and is configured to run on hpcd. The experiment contains 2 loops: 
– one  loopdate  over  the  dates  and  network  hours,  which  has  2  families,  namely  femars  and

sigmab1.
– one loop over the network hours, which has family sigmab2 and task festat.

The architecture of the experiment is presented below.

Node Skeleton   61BB   
 family 61BB
     directory YYYYMMDD
         directory HH
             directory CUTOFF
                 family femars
                     directory LOOP_MEMB
                         task fph2l
                         task femars_full
                         task femars_diff
                     family memb_6173
                         symlink fph2l -> ../LOOP_MEMB/fph2l 
                         symlink femars_full -> ../LOOP_MEMB/femars_full 
                         symlink femars_diff -> ../LOOP_MEMB/femars_diff 
                     family memb_617D
                         symlink fph2l -> ../LOOP_MEMB/fph2l 
                         symlink femars_full -> ../LOOP_MEMB/femars_full 
                         symlink femars_diff -> ../LOOP_MEMB/femars_diff 
                     family memb_617H
                         symlink fph2l -> ../LOOP_MEMB/fph2l 
                         symlink femars_full -> ../LOOP_MEMB/femars_full 
                         symlink femars_diff -> ../LOOP_MEMB/femars_diff 
                     family memb_617K
                         symlink fph2l -> ../LOOP_MEMB/fph2l 
                         symlink femars_full -> ../LOOP_MEMB/femars_full 
                         symlink femars_diff -> ../LOOP_MEMB/femars_diff 
                     family memb_617L
                         symlink fph2l -> ../LOOP_MEMB/fph2l 
                         symlink femars_full -> ../LOOP_MEMB/femars_full 
                         symlink femars_diff -> ../LOOP_MEMB/femars_diff 
                     family memb_617M
                         symlink fph2l  -> ../LOOP_MEMB/fph2l 
                         symlink femars_full  -> ../LOOP_MEMB/femars_full 
                         symlink femars_diff -> ../LOOP_MEMB/femars_diff 
                 family sigmab1
                     task fph2l1
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                     task minim1
                     task fph2l2
                     task minim2
         family 00
             family assim
                 symlink femars -> ../../HH/CUTOFF/femars 
                 symlink sigmab1 -> ../../HH/CUTOFF/sigmab1 
         family 06
             family assim
                 symlink femars -> ../../HH/CUTOFF/femars 
                 symlink sigmab1 -> ../../HH/CUTOFF/sigmab1 
         family 12
             family assim
                 symlink femars -> ../../HH/CUTOFF/femars 
                 symlink sigmab1 -> ../../HH/CUTOFF/sigmab1 
         family 18
             family assim
                 symlink femars -> ../../HH/CUTOFF/femars 
                 symlink sigmab1 -> ../../HH/CUTOFF/sigmab1 
     family loopdate
         symlink 00 -> ../YYYYMMDD/00 
         symlink 06 -> ../YYYYMMDD/06 
         symlink 12 -> ../YYYYMMDD/12 
         symlink 18 -> ../YYYYMMDD/18 
     directory LOOP_HOUR
         family sigmab2
             task fph2l1
             task minim1
             task fph2l2
             task minim2
         task festat
     family hour_00
         symlink sigmab2 -> ../LOOP_HOUR/sigmab2 
         symlink festat -> ../LOOP_HOUR/festat 
     family hour_06
         symlink sigmab2 -> ../LOOP_HOUR/sigmab2 
         symlink festat -> ../LOOP_HOUR/festat 
     family hour_12
         symlink sigmab2 -> ../LOOP_HOUR/sigmab2 
         symlink festat -> ../LOOP_HOUR/festat 
     family hour_18
         symlink sigmab2 -> ../LOOP_HOUR/sigmab2 
         symlink festat -> ../LOOP_HOUR/festat 

Family femars includes a loop (named LOOP_MEMB) over the 6 members of the Arpege Tropique
3D-VAR FGAT ensemble running on hpcd: 6173, 617D, 617H, 617K, 617M and 617L (figure 7).
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Figure 7: The loop over the ensemble members.

LOOP_MEMB has inside three tasks: fph2l, femars_full and femars_diff. 

Task fph2l is a post-processing at low resolution (T107) of the 6h forecast from each member of the
ensemble. 

Femars_full (figure 8) writes a grib file of the 6h forecast post-processed at T107 of each member.
This  grib  files  is  stored on  cougar  in  the  class  femars  of  the  experiment  corresponding  to  the
member. These grib files will be used for computation of background error standard deviations (in
sigmab tasks). 

Femars_diff  (figure  9)  computes  differences  between  two 6h forecasts  at  full  resolution  (T359)
coming from the current member and the next member (defined in LOOP_MEMB) and writes a
grib  file  stored  on  cougar  in  the  class  femars  of  the  experiment  corresponding  to  the  current
member. These grib files will be used in the computation of background error statistics in festat
task.

Family sigmab1 has 4 tasks: fph2l1, minim1, fph2l2 and minim2. 

Tasks fph2l1 and fph2l2 perform post-processing at low resolution (T107) of the 6h (for fph2l1)
and 3h (for fph2l2) forecasts from the operational suite. These low resolution forecasts will be used
as Background, Guess3h and Initial states in minim1 (the 6h forecast) and minim2 (the 3h forecast)
tasks. 

Minimization tasks minim1 and minim2 are used  together with the sigmab executable to compute
daily background error standard deviations in observation space (minim1 – figure 10) and spectral
space  (minim2).  The Olive  Shell  Recup_fichiers  is used  to  retrieve  the  6-member  ensemble  6h
forecasts  grib  files  produced  by  femars_full  task.  The  minimization namelist  is  taken  from
cy30t1_tropique-op1.01  and  modified  by  gnam_multihost  (set  up  for  hpcd)  and  Olive  Gnam
namelist. The output grib file with background error standard deviations is stored on cougar in class
sigmab1 (file sigma_b_obs for minim1 and sigma_b_spec for minim2).
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Figure 8: The femars_full task.
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Figure 9: The femars_diff task.
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Figure 10: The minim1 task.

The family sigmab2 from LOOP_HOUR contains 4 tasks: two inactive tasks (fph2l1 and minim1)
and two active tasks (fph2l2 and minim2). 
These  4 tasks  are  similar  to  the  tasks  from sigmab1,  except  the  fact  that  the  background  error
standard deviations are computed for a longer period (one months for example).  The number of
days over which sigmab is computed is specified in Olive Gnam by variable N_BGDATES (the
computation of sigmab has been tested for the moment only for two days, because the grib files
produced by femars where available only for two days).
The  Background, Guess3h and Initial states are taken from the start date of the period over which
sigmab is computed. Tasks fph2l1 and minim1 are inactive because with the current executable the
computation of sigmab in observation space is not  possible for more than one day (because the
observation operator has to be linearized around a background state). 

Festat task (figure 11) computes statistics using 6h forecast differences at full resolution (T359),
coming from the 6-member ensemble. The statistics can be computed over a 1-2 months period,
starting  from the date  set  up by variable  STARTD.  The variable  NFCST set up the number  of
forecast  differences  (number  of  ensemble  members  x  number  of  days)  used  to  compute  the
statistics. For the moment, it has been set to 12, because only 2 days of forecast differences grib
files where available, but the period over which the statistics is computed should be longer (1-2
months), in order to assure positive definite covariance matrices. The Olive Shell Recup_fichiers is
used  to  retrieve  the  NFCST forecast  differences,  while  the  Olive  Shell  FESTAT set  up  the  12
parameters in the namelist nam_stat and run the festat executable. The output files are stored on
cougar in the directory corresponding to start date STARTD and class festat.
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Figure 11: The festat task.
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